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Test 01
Read the following dialogue. Select the missing utterances from the box and fill in the blanks. *The first one is done for you.*

Thank you
I was looking for you everywhere
Where shall we meet
Would you like to join me
Shall we watch the afternoon movie
I’ll look after you

Keshan: Hey! Where were you all this time?
Sachin: (1) ..............................................................
Keshan: I was thinking of something to do tomorrow.
Sachin: (2) ..............................................................?
Keshan: That’s a good idea. What’s the movie?
Sachin: There’s ‘Half Blood Prince’ at Galaxy.
(3) ..............................................................?
Keshan: Yes of course. (4) ..............................................................?
Sachin: Let’s meet at the bus stand at 2.00 p.m.
Keshan: All right. I’m little short of money these days.
Sachin: Don’t worry. (5) ..............................................................
Keshan: (6) ............................................................... I’ll buy something for us to drink.

Test 02
Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.

Two men who lived in a remote village decided one day to take a trip to the city by train. They had to leave their village and get in a bus to the nearest town to catch a train to the city. It was a big adventure for them as they had never travelled by train. Before going to the railway station, they had some tea and bought a banana each to eat during the journey. They got in the train and they had to go through many tunnels on their way. The train began to move fast. One of the men took his banana and started eating it. As he took a bite, the train entered a tunnel.

“Have you eaten your banana yet?” he asked his friend.
“No”, was the reply.
“Well, don’t,” said the man. “This is a strange banana. I took one bite and went blind.”

(1) Underline the correct answer.
The two men wanted to travel
a) by bus
b) by car
c) by train
(2) How did they travel to the nearest town?
(3) What was the fruit they bought?
(4) Where did they want to eat the fruit?
(5) What made the man think that he had gone blind?

Test 04

Study the map. Fill in the blanks in the following text. Use words from the box. The first one done for you.

between, in, at, near, over, through

There aren’t many buildings (0) in our small town. The shopping centre which is situated (1) the junction is always crowded. There is a small hospital (2) the public library. Our school is (3) the library and the post office. There is a long bridge (4) the river Mahaveli which flows (5) our town.

Test 05

Write FIVE sentences about the picture.